A Hierarchical Bayesian Network Algorithm (HBN) is developed for data assimilation and tested with an instance of soil moisture assimilation from hydrological model and ground observations. In this work, data assimilation separates into data level, process level and parameter level, and conditional probability models are defined for each level. The data model mainly deals with the scale differences between multiple data, while the process model is designed to take account of non-stationary process. Soil moisture from Soil Moisture Experiment in 2003 and Variable Infiltration Capacity Model is sequentially assimilated with HBN. The result shows that the assimilation with HBN provides spatial and temporal distribution information of soil moisture and the assimilation result agrees well with the ground observations.
Introduction
Soil moisture is one of the key environmental variables and it plays a significant role in the terrestrial water cycle [1] . Reliable and accurate information of soil moisture is of paramount importance due to the strong influence on many water resources applications. Merging information from different data sources in a systematic and effective way would result in an improvement of prediction accuracy. Data assimilation (DA) provides a mechanism to combine observations and model simulations, thus yields superior soil moisture retrievals.
The theory of DA rests on the mathematical framework of estimation theory. However, DA always involves nonlinear, highly complex, and exceedingly large systems with complicated error structures that defy the straightforward application of classical optimization methods. Thus a judicious selection of algorithms and approximations based on physical insights is necessary. Many researchers are devoted to improving the existing algorithms and models and introducing newly reported mathematics achievements into data assimilation, such as particle filter [2] , Bayesian Network [3] . In this work, a hierarchical Bayesian Network (HBN) algorithm based on hierarchical Bayesian theory is developed to sequentially assimilate data from multiple sources. Hierarchical Bayesian theory has enjoyed broad scientific applications in ecology, evolution biology, meteorology, oceanography, and so on. As initially described by Berliner [4, 5] , data assimilation problem is convenient to consider a general three-stage factorization of p(process, parameter|data). (1) p is the probability distribution and p(a|b) is the conditional probability distribution of a given b. As long as the data model, process model and parameter model are defined, the posterior and marginal distribution of process and parameters can be estimated from equation (1) .
In this work, the northern Alabama State in the USA is chosen as the study area. The intension of this work is to assimilate soil moisture observations from Soil Moisture Experiment in 2003 (SMEX03) and output from Variable Infiltration Capacity Model (VIC) with HBN. The result of DA shows that the spatiotemporal distribution and variation of soil moisture is effectively captured by the created HBN. The DA results are well consistent with the ground observations.
Data assimilation scheme

Study area
The study area is located at the intersection of Alabama State and Tennessee State in USA and covers a flat area of 120km×120km. Figure 1 shows the study area and the distribution of stations. There are 21 stations in the study area with 10 stations from Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN) and 11 stations from Alabama Mesonet (ALMNet).
Land surface variable infiltration capacity model
Another data source was daily soil moisture output from VIC model. VIC model balances both the water and surface energy budgets within the grid cell and has been well calibrated and applied in a number of large river basins over the continental US and globe. In this work, the daily soil moisture output from VIC model was available on 3km×3km grid and there are 1600 grid cells in the study area.  is constant across space and time.
Process model
The process model is defined by equation (3).
 is a constant vector across space and time and it represents the trend surface of soil moisture in the study area. 
Parameter model
Parameter model defines the prior distribution of all parameters.  follows (0,10000) N 
i O S t is computed using equation (7) 
The posterior distribution of prediction
O S t conditional on the observations, VIC output, parameters is defined in equation (21).
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Validation and parameter estimation of HBN
In this work, we first trained HBN with ground measurements and the corresponding VIC model output. Then the HBN was validated with data from the validation stations to assess the performance and parameters were adjusted until we got the minimum validation error. The validation mean-square error (VMSE) was given by equation (8).
where Z*(S i ,t) is the mode from HBN, Z(S i ,t) is ground measurement and n v is the total number of available observations at all validation stations during the assimilation period. Table 1 gives (   For SCAN2055 at layer 1, R is improved from 0.5838 to 0.7542 while VMSE drops from 0.0366 to 0.0117. Compared with the VIC model output, the tendency of HBN is more consistent with the ground measurements and most of the ground measurements are in the 95% confidence interval. Similar case is also demonstrated in figure 2(b) and 8(c).
In Figure 3 , from top to down are HBN prediction results at depth of 10cm, 60 cm and 100cm, while from left to right are HBN prediction results on 6 June, 21 June and 2 July, respectively. Soil moisture shows diversity and variation across space and time. During the assimilation period, variation of soil moisture across time of layer 1 is the most obvious, layer 2 comes second and layer 3 is the last. Since the near-surface soil moisture is affected greatly by precipitation, while soil moisture at the deeper depth is determined by the vegetation root and soil texture. Soil moisture at (34°56′N, 86°20′W) and (34°40′N, 86°45′W)at 10 cm are relatively lower than that of other location in the study area ( figure 3(a)-(c) ). That's because these two locations are very close to ALMNet07 and ALMNet13. Observations of soil moisture at these 2 stations are low, making soil moisture at these location are relatively low. While for layer 3, soil moisture at (35°00′N, 86°30′W), (34°32′N, 86°55′W) and (35°00′N, 85°45′W) is higher than soil moisture at other locations in the study area ( figure 3 (g)-(i) ). That's because the VIC model output at layer 3 is averagely higher than the ground measurements. Although the ground measurements have been assimilated to correct the trajectory of the VIC model, the HBN doesn't perform so satisfying at the locations where the observation stations are very sparse. In such situation, the performance of HBN is greatly depends on the VIC model output.
Conclusion and Discussion
Data assimilation, an effective method to obtain multi-parameter large-scale spatial-temporal distribution and variation information with high precision, draws more and more attention in the recent years. In this work, we develop a hierarchical Bayesian network algorithm to assimilate sequential soil moisture data. Soil moisture from SMEX03 ground observation as well as VIC model is assimilated 
